The algorithm proposed by Gregory and his co-authors is elegant and highly efficient when the number of given edges is small, which is the case in several practical applications. His development of "above guarantee" kernelization, especially the uses of advance algebraic and probabilistic tools, advanced the area drastically.
Access Control in Information Security
Gregory received best paper awards two years in a row (in 2015 and 2016) at the top conference in access control, SAC-MAT. These (and other) publications of his have introduced and studied a simple, yet powerful, notion of a user-independent constraint, which has led to theoretical and practical algorithms that are acknowledged to be a major breakthrough for the Workflow Satisfiability Problem. In particular, the practical algorithms significantly outperformed existing approaches based on commercial SAT and mixed integer programming solvers.
Optimization Here Gregory is well-known for his research on the fundamental Traveling Salesman Problem. He co-edited (with A.P. Punnen) the book Traveling Salesman Problem and its Variations, Springer, in 2002. In 2014 Gregory received Royal Society Wolfson Research Merit Award and in 2017 he was elected to Academia Europaea.
The idea of this special issue came to life in January 2017, during the conference at Royal Holloway devoted to Gregory's 60th birthday, where this picture was taken.
In the open call for papers the manuscripts were solicited in areas of Discrete Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science, with special emphasis on the areas close to Professor Gregory Gutin broad research interests, including parameterized algorithms, graph algorithms, social choice theory and information security. All submissions passed through the usual for Algorithmica rigorous reviewing process. Out of 11 submissions, we selected the following papers.
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